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In recent years there have been several important developments related to
tht computer simulation of systems in which a quantum particle is strongly
coupled to a classical many body system. Examples of these mixed quantum-
classical systems incLude excess electrons in molten salts, water, ammonia
solution, and inert-gas fluids. In these systems the key issues are related
to the structure and dynamics of the quantum particle at finite temperatures.
For example, in the case of an excess electron in a molten salt, one observes
an F Center whereas for an electron in water or inert-gas fluids the electron
expels the classical particles from its vicinity thereby creating a cavity or
bubble.

In this paper we briefly review three important methods that are
currently used in the simulation of mixed systems. Two of these techniques,
path integral Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics and dynamical simulated
annealing, have the limitation that they can only describe the structural
properties in the ground state. The third so-called quantum molecular
dynamics (QMD) method can provide not only the static properties but also the
real-time dynamics of a quantum particle at finite temperatures.

1. Path Integral Methods

The partition function, Z, of a quantum particle interacting with the

surrounding classical medium through a potential, 4>(r), is

Z = Tr e

where

"PH (1)

B
Using the closure relation, 2q. (1) can be written as
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For large P, <r |exp(-3H/P)|r > is a propagator over a short period or

imaginary time P/P and it can be written as

-bH/P ,+ i mP -\3/2 , mP +
e I w = {—ZJ] expl" ~ZJ <ri+r

2cm (4)

S u b s t i t u t i n g E q . (>+) i n E q . ( 3 ) , o n e o b t a i n s
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Z - ( ^ T ) 2 / d r d ? e x p [ - B V ( r . . . r ) ] , ( 5 )
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and

This is isomorphic to the partition function for a classical system of P
particles; the particles can be viewed as beads of a necklace. Each bead on
the necklace interacts with its nearest neighbor through a harmonic potential
and with the classical medium through the potential $.

The behavior of the quantum particle represented as a necklace can be
simulated using the conventional Monte Carlo or classical molecular dynamics
method. These methods have been used to study the static behavior of an
excess electron in KC1, water, dense helium gas, and hard sphere fluid.

2. Dynamical Simulated Annealing

Simulated annealing is a very efficient optimization scheme that has been
used to obtain the ground state electronic energy in the density functional
formalism. The energy functional to be minimized.

E = E [{fj, {Rj], (6)

contains the electronic kinetic energy, Hartree, exchange-correlation, and the
ej.ectron-ion interactions. The energy depends on the ionic configuration
{R,} and is a functional of electronic orbitals. To minimize E, one
constructs a Lagrangian by introducing a fictitious dynamics of the electronic
orbitals

- E

where p is a f i c t i t i o u s 'mass' associated with the dynamics of the o r b i t a l s .
The Euler-Lagrange equations that follow from Eq. (7) are

2+
d R<

dt 3R.
(9)

In Eq. (8) the last term is a result of orthonormality constraints on the
electronic orbi ta ls .



One can define a fictitious temperature, T f, associated with the pseudo
kinetic energy of electronic orbitals. Using a careful annealing schedule
whereby T f is reduced to zero, one obtains from Eq. (8),

U 0 )

which is the same as the Kohn-Sham equation within a unitary transformation.
This scheme is executed by integrating Eqs. (8) and (9) and applying the
annealing schedule until the electronic ground state is obtained. The
dynamical simulated annealing method has been applied to study the properties
of crystalline Si, liquid and amorphous Si, microclusters of Si, and the Ge
surface.

3. Quantum Molecular Dynamics

In contrast to the previous methods, quantum molecular dynamics provides
the real-time dynamics of the quantum and classical part icles. The solution
of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for a quantum part ic le ,

If? a i ! ^ r » t ? - = ( K + V ( r , ( R . } ) ¥ ( ? , 0 , ( 1 1 )
o t 1

can be written as

• A t " s*hr i^K + 1
- i ^ v " l - = « t

 T ( r f t ) + 0 ( ( A t ) J ) > U 2 )

where K is the kinetic-energy operator and At is a small increment in time.
In the adiabatic approximation the classical trajectories evolve according to

4 ( / | | { } ) (13)
3R.

where U is the potential energy of the classical system. Equation (12) is
solved by expressing the wavefunction and the interaction V on a grid. Since
the kinetic energy is diagona^ in the Fourier space, f i r s t the discrete fast
Fourier transform (FFT) of ¥(r , t ) is taken and then i t is multiplied by exp(-
iAtK/2-fi) in the Fourier space. The product is transformed back into real
space where i t is multiplied by exp(-iAtV/-n) - Finally the FFT of the
resultant is multiplied by exp(-iAtK/2fi) and the product is transformed back
into real space to obtain the wavefunction at time t+At.

Three problems have been studied with the QMD approach: an excess
electron In KC1, electron solvation in water c lus ters , and electron bubbles
in a dense helium gas. In the lasf. case, the transport of the bubble under
the influence of an electric field has also been investigated.
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